"The Tender Trap" To Be Presented November 19-20 By the College Players

Bruce Owen Directs Masquers In Hilarious Three Act Comedy

As their first production of the year the Masquers have announced that "The Tender Trap" will be presented November 19 and 20 at 8 p.m. in the Student Union. The play was directed by Bruce Owen who also directed "The Front Page" a year ago. The cast and other details will be announced later.

Lunch Proposes New Course For Second Semester

Roger Van Vleck, mathematics major, has proposed a new course for second semester. The course would be offered for credit and would be the first of its kind in the country. The course would be taught by Van Vleck and would be offered to all students.

N.E.O.'s Kingdom Design Completes An Official Record

The kingdom of N.E.O. has completed an official record of its kingdom. The kingdom was founded in 1930 and has since grown to become one of the largest and most influential kingdoms in the country. The record includes a history of the kingdom, a list of its members, and a list of its accomplishments.

Fernando Cruz Returns to Campus

Fernando Cruz, a former student at the University of Miami, has returned to campus. Cruz was a popular student during his time at the university and is well-known for his academic achievements.

WAA Members Elect Carol Cane as President

WAA Members have elected Carol Cane as President. Cane is a senior and has been an active member of the WAA for the past two years.

Alumni Members Pick Charles as President

Alumni Members have picked Charles as President. Charles is a former student and has been an active member of the alumni association for the past five years.

Dr. Carson Spencer Alumnus Dies In Rome

Dr. Carson Spencer, an alumnus of the University of Miami, has died in Rome. Spencer was a world-renowned scholar and is known for his contributions to the field of history.

Dr. Karen Spencer Retires

Dr. Karen Spencer has retired after a long career at the University of Miami. Spencer is a renowned researcher and has made significant contributions to the field of psychology.

Dr. Karen Spencer Reveals New Method Of Teaching

Dr. Karen Spencer has revealed a new method of teaching. The method is designed to improve student learning and has been developed over the past five years.

Dr. Karen Spencer Appointed President

Dr. Karen Spencer has been appointed President. Spencer is a well-respected scholar and has been an active member of the academic community for many years.
Stop, Think—Give Thanks

Once again that time has arrived annual, that particular moment comes when the nation is a day of thanksgiving. Americans call Thanksgiving.

Our people have failed to grasp the true meaning of the day. It is a day to express gratitude for all the blessings we have. To be thankful for the food we eat, the shelter we have, and the freedom we enjoy.

On this day, we are reminded of the importance of giving thanks and appreciating what we have.

This year, let us all remember to thank our loved ones and all the things we are grateful for.
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CHIDA KAY BRYANT

Dream Features
N. E. O. Dilemma

Few Changes Can Rid
NRO AAM of Sufferers
in Reciprocity Plan

I have been a member of the Norse Wind for three years. I have made many friends here and I have enjoyed every minute of it. So far, I have found that the Norse Wind is a great club.

Hello Alumni

by Mildred Ollson

P.S. An unknown number of people have written me asking about Norse Wind. I am happy to tell you that we are open to everyone who wants to join.

Unwritten Law
Male Ego Irks
Studious Coed

Road-Runner Is
Friday's Hazard

On our campus, everyone knows the road-runner. He is a common sight and is loved by many students.

Maher Portrays
Adopted Country

We have a new student this year, and he has quickly become a part of our community. He is happy and always smiling.

A. Anonymous
Teasing of Bully

A. Anonymous is a member of Norse Wind. He has been teased by a bully in the past, but he has learned to cope with it.

B. T. DIXON

B. T. DIXON

Researcher"


**Spragues Announce Daughters Wedding**

Mrs. Forrest Sprague and Mr. Forrest Sprague Sr. announce the marriage of their daughter, Miss Helen Sprague, to Joseph M. Collins, Jr., a graduate of Miami University, on December 28th. The wedding took place in Miami, Ohio.

**Tobacco Notes by Ruth Garber**

With Thanksgiving holidays almost upon us, I'm sure that everyone is looking forward to the upcoming days of rest and relaxation. It's a great opportunity to spend time with loved ones and enjoy the company of friends. As the temperature begins to drop, it's also a perfect time to indulge in warm, cozy beverages and delve into good books. What better way to celebrate than with a hearty dinner and a good read? I hope everyone has a wonderful Thanksgiving.
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